STU-A Considers Referendu m
by J ane Ekiund
The Representative Assembly, in reaction to a recent Stu-J decision which gives
the assembly only the power to bring mo- ' "*
tions to the Stu-A board , forced to the
floor the following motion : "A Constitutional referendum be drawn up th at would
allow the Student Representative to pass
resolutions and endorsements for groups
th at Come to it seeking resolutions and endorsements and for the group (th e Assembly)
itself. This should be published on April 26
j-vd voted on this school year. " The board
;fy|-d to add the sentence: "Any such moA0i, the chair shall determine that a quotum, does exist." Discussion fro m the floor
pealt with the wording of the motion , and
the true intent behind it. The Stu-A representatives voted the motion down and Sid
Mohel suggested that the Committee Task
Force hold the referendum on their own.
Next week's meeting ¦will be held in
Robbins.
After considerable debate , the Board
:onchided the proper pro cedure to follow
n the presentation .
Doug Kap lan, representing the assemily said ; .The purpose of the motion is to]
[ive us the power to say to a group, 'yes, we
indorse you. ' That is all."
Many board members had. complaints

I
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about the power the assembly would gain
and the possible conflicts in the event the
assembly's opinion differed from that of the
Executive Board.
Th . purpose of the motion , as stated ,
asks onl y that a referendu m be "drawn up".
Sid Mohel comment ed that the Committee
Task Forc e need not be speciall y enpowered
to draft such a proposal.
The motion was then defeated , and the
matter was placed before the Task Force for
consideration.
In other business , Dwight Darrow reported on the Committee Task Force 's
meeting. He said the EPC is working to improve the psychology curriculum . Eleven
courses will be added , and seven will be
dropped . Starting with the class of '82 ,
there will be new requirements for Psychology majors.
The Rights and Rules Committee reported that they debated puni shments for
stealing library materials and for vandalism .
They also discussed the liquor policy and
the food service. They are looking int o the
possibility of getting bids from various food
companies next year.
In other business , the Executive Board
discussed the Central Maine Power Board
Suit. Executive Chairperson Sid Mohel said
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Lost Wednesday, April 19, t here was
i meeting between all frat ernity presidents ,
he majo rity, of the olurrmi on the Prudential
Committees and some represent atives from
he adminis tration . One of the major point s
>f discussion centered on the problem of
raternity debt *.
Gooff Etrianu el, the In terfr aternity
ouncil (IFC > president , enthusiastically
sportedhythat the fraterniti es were well supthe alumni , who do not wish to
^ftscT

24 Years Of Service
by Peter Kingsley

Evans B. Reid, the MerxM Pr ofessor of
Chemistry and chairman of the department
at Colb y will retire at the close of the current academic year , after 24 years that saw
his departmen t attain distin ction.
He had tau ght eight years at The J ohns
Evans B. Reid
Hopkins Univer sity, and before that at
.Middlebur y College.
th e Stu-A board will probably be named in
Professo r Reid initiated in 1958 a Summer
th e suit , and may be required to go,.to court
Science Institu te for Hi gh School Teachers
Attorney Bob Ringer will try to obtain an
of Science and Ma thematics , supported by
out of court settlement.
grants form the National Science Foun daIt was announced that Pro fessor Todtion (NSF). Says Professor Reid , "In each
rank' s term on the Colby Board of Appea ls
successive year throug h 1973 my applicais over. Recommendat ions for a new memtions for grants were rewarded , and after
ber will be made by Stu-A and Stu-J , and
1960 the institutes were expanded to include
san ctioned by them and President Strider. .
sequential cumulative offeri ngs, enabling
Doug Kaplan , Larry Branyan , Gerrit
teachers to reach the master 's level. In all,
Whit e and Dwight Darrow were nominated
234 high school teachers from almost every
to go to Stu-J interviews. The boarcT voted . state in the country received the Master of
to send Doug, Larry, and Gerritt.
Science in Teaching (MST) degree. "
Academic Life Chairperson Larry BranTh e last such degree was conferred during
yan report ed on his committee 's first meetin g. the 1977 commencement . Over $1.25 million
He said the general function of the commitin NSF grants were awarded in the 15 year
tee will be to report to Sut-A and , if neceshist ory of the institutes.
sary, to the EP C i to act as an informational
"I do regard our AiST pro gram as a
gathering body i to act in the best interests
highly
successful academic ventu re into the
th e studen ts ; to propose reccomendations
field
of
hig her education for adults , one
t6 the EPC. The general policy of th e comthat
was
rewardin g to teach as well as dimittee will be to investigate distribution
rect
,
and
one t hat was of great educational
requir ements , particularly foreign languages;
valu
e
to
the
hi gh school teacher s. They
'
to consider a four -course semester; to intold us so, both orally and in writin g,"
vestigatc the tenure policy. The committee
states Professor Reid.
also intends to compare Colby 's academic
"W e are also indebted to the National
life with that of other schools,
Science Found ation for several Instructional
Public Relations Chairperso n Scott
Equipmen t Grants. Some of the equipment
Leheigh related the events of Sunday 's
purchas
ed with funds benefited biochemisStuden t Representative Assembly meeting.
try , but the bulk went into establishin g our
He said the Assembly had askedonB&G hea ^
Pap &*
Continued orAPagtTS ix
.
^tinu ed

are relatively well filled, alt hough a problem beds in the fraternities . Each year a differwill arise next semester , as a result of gradu - ent fra ternity falls short of its minimum capati ng brothers. Th eir loss effectivel y means
acity quota. If any fraterni ty is consistentl y
a loss of money, both because the fra ternunder-enr olled for a period of one year ,
ity loses $350 per brother living in the
then it is put on 'probation *. After the
house and also because it loses the social
second year, the school has the righ t to
dues received from every bro ther , whether . take over the use of the fraternity house as
Branyan
or not he lives in the house . Usually the
a dormitoryThis happened in the case of Alpha
see them end at Colby. Despite the welcome gradua ting brothers ' places are filled by newly initi ated brothers , but t his is not so in
support, the plig ht of some of the J ratem TM_G me8j»; Peon Smith speculated tlrat
the coses of Delta Upsilon and Delta Kappa
it ies has increasingly become a cause for
perhaps the Colby male population is not
Epsilon.
large enough t o supp ort the contin ued
concern.
One of the most signif icant pro blems
In an investigation of the fraternitie s,
exfstence of nine fwternities. OneJ Tugof t he frat ernit ies is t rying t o keep t he houses gestion to the problem has been to effectmost of the fraternity presidents were all
indifilled to capacity , Dean of Stud ents, Earl
cooperate.
Statistics
too willing to
ively allow two of the fraternities to die a
Srriith stated that "somet hing has got to be l silent death . Which two fraternities would
cating the enrollm ent of students illustra te
done abou t the fraternity situation. They ,
the interest that exists for Colby 's fra tdepend on the future financial situati on, as
either get better or they get worse. " Since
ernities ,
Cont inued on Page S ix
1968 there has consistently been 50 spare
At present, most of the fraternities

rat Debts: Part II
by Larry
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Evans B. Reid,
Chem.
Chairman
To Retire

J anice Seitzinger, Dean of Housing

Room D rawi

Phase Two

Students who don 't come to number
selection and who have paid their room deposit will have a number drawn for-them . If
a student fails to come to selection night,
he will have 15 minu tes to appear after his
number is called. Selection will continue
during these 15 minutes. After 15 minutes
the . student will be put at the bottom of
the waiting list for summer placement.
By the end of the selection nights there
will be about 50 sophomores who will not
have rooms! They will be put oh the list
for summer placement, and will receive a
letter telling them where they 've been
placed later in the summer. The placement
letters are sent in August because more
rooms will open up as the summer progresses, thereby cutting down the need
for temporary housing,
language dormitories exist .
If a student feels he hasn't gotten a fair
deal in room draw, he can petition the room
draw committee. However, the committee
believes in the system they 've developed.
Most colleges have a lottery.system like
Colby's. (Bowdoin College's new Dean of
Housing, Ms. Sallie Gilmore, visited Colby
recently; she was impressed with Colby 's
room draw system, and changed Bowdoin's
system to something akin.) ¦¦ ¦ '
However, if a student feels that he has
been treated unfairl y, he should submit a
petition to . Dean Seitzinger, who will relay
it to the room draw committee.

by Karen Baum stark
The first p hase of. all-campus room draw
for the 1978-79 year took place earlier this
week. The seniors drew numbers April 24,
juniors April 25, and spohomores April 26.
The next step is actual room selection. Beginning at 6 p.m. May 1 on second floor
Roberts, seniors will select rooms, May 3
juniors will select, and May 4 sophomores
will choose rooms.
All dorms are open to all classes, however,
a quota will be determined , depending on
how many people from each class draw
numbers. Because of this quota , people
from different classes can room together,
unless the quota from one of the classes for
¦¦..¦¦
that dorm has alread y been filled.
Two lists, one for men and one for women, will be p osted before selection nights.
These lists will show each student _f rank; \ '
(For example, if men drew numbers 1 through
7, then the woman who drew number 8
would have first pick for the women.)
On selection nights, there will be floor
plans of the ddrms, showing each room.
Rooms reserved for freshmen wilj be x'd
out. Callers will announce when whole
dorms are closed out to allow students to
change their p lans while they wait.
If a student doesn 't have a roommate he
can see Dean Janice Seitzinger before selection night , who has a list of other people without roommates.
If a student doesn 't have a roommate by
his selection ni ght , he has five minutes to
find someone after his number is called.
After five minutes he loses his turn and can
pick when he returns with a roommate. If
he can't fj n d,a roommate by the next class
selection night, he will be put at the bottom
of the waiting list for, summer placement,
temporary housing will be in Runnals
Union, Roberts Union, and various lounges.
As students arc placed in permanent hous- : I
ing, Runnals and Rob erts .will be used only
for guest housing.
If a student is dissatisfied with his room, he
he can request a room change after October
15. If he wants a single, he can put his
name on the singles waiting list, He cain
st ate any preferences he has as to dorm or
room. Students on the singles waiting list
will be placed in the summer, with seniors
first and according to lottery number.
Singles list students are not guaranteed a
room and may be placed in temporary housing.
In addition to all campus housing, there
will b e a foreign language floor, locat ed on
third floor Woodman. The idea for a language floo r stems from other Colleges,
not ably Middlebury .where ent ire f oreign

Celebratio n Of The Sun
Kicks Off On Cadillac Mt

Deering And

by Phili p Glouchevitch

the day: to obtain financial backing for
Maine will be participating in a nasolar energy equal to that now given to
tional celebration of the sun on May 3,
oil, gas, coal, and nuclear, to clear away •
1978. Sun Day is an effort to stimulate
the institutional barriers to the utilization
awareness of alternative sources of energy.
of solar, to ensure that the second generaA celebration at Cadillac Mountain
tion of solar is not captured by major conin Acadia National Park will kick-off the
leaving
^
glomerates ; "to create a strong, well-informed
national program with a sunrise hike
labor force for develop ing solar, and to enthe base of the mountain at 4:00 AM. At
the summit will be solar, energized exhibits
sure consumer protection against disrepuaccompanied
by
perforan
improvisational
table solar salemen.
Kmgley
by Pete r
The Maine Sun Day Committee,
mance by the Paul Winter Consort.
Financial planning consultant John W.
which organized this celebration , will make
Elsewhere around the country celeDeering of Falmouth and Bertrand W. Hay- brations of Sun Day will also be held: a
available to organizations materials to use
in Sun Day . Organizations wishing to
ward of Waterville, former president of the
sunrise concert at the United Nations, solar
participate in Sun Day should contact the
Philadelphia College pf,Textiles , and . Science fairs in Boston and Atlanta, and a travel;. .
~
(PCTS) were elected to three-year terms <?n
L'r
Committee located at 118 Old Rte. 1,
ig erie_gy 'r6a.d show in Montana.
•'
Falmouth .
the board of trustees of Colby College. •;.
The; founder of Sun ipay-ji Dennis
Attorney Charles P. Barru_s II of Cape ElizaHayesV points iput the^fiv?.'' m ain. gbals of .
beth was re-elected .
Deering, who is associated with Moseleyj'
Hallgarten and Estab rook ,' Inc., of J.ortland ,'
is-past president of the Portland Colb y
Alumni1. Association, and recipient of Colby
Brick and "C" Club Man-of-the-Year honors.
The 1955 graduate is rnembership chairman
6f the President's Club iri the annual fund
program at the college. '¦ '
Hayward , now retired and living in Wat erville, received an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree in 1968 from Colby. The class of 1933
member was associated with PCTS for 29
'¦'
. " ! ' • • * . 1 '*,
years and taught 14 years in Maine.
Partner in the Portland law firm of Perkins
Thompson, Hinkley and Keddy, Barnes has
served as president of the Southwestern
Maine Colby Club and as chairman of the ;
Alumni Council; The 1954 graduate re—
. ^^ ^1
^
nf^ ii iiiiffniii
ceived a :Go,lby J&rick in t?76. ,._ - .v . .. ... ;; :- •:, _
. vT' *
"^___6|m i i ' ____F^_fc'^s

Hayward Elected
To Board

Celebrate Sp rin g Cam ival
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Be lfast— The Ha te Runs Deep
by Nick Mencher
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Edward H. Turner

Tur ner To
R etire
i
:

by Peter Kin gsley

$&k . After 25 years as Colby College's chief
^sHind-raiser , Edward H. Turner , vice-president
1 for development , is retiring in September.
The seven capital campai gns he has directed since 1953 resulted in 19 new buildings
and extensive renovations to five on the
Mayflower Hill campus.
His tenure saw the initiation of several
significant programs , including the Parents
Association , the Graduate Parents Associates ,
the President 's Club , the Downcast Scholarship Program , the Friend s of Art , the Colby
Musi c Associates , and the Summer Tax Institut e.
When Turner became director of development , the campus had 22 buildings. Today,
Colby has 41, the latest being the Seeley
G. Mudd Science Building, which opened its
doors in J anu ary.
's contribu The by
coll ege recogniz ed Turn
oferHuman
awarding a Doctor
e Let,^&ms
<i .y$j-S in 1973. President Robert E.L. Strido r 's
citation stated , "His deep commitment to
this college and all that it stands for is
manifest in his energy and his spectacul ar
successes."
Born in Arlingt on, Mass., Turner is a
1936 graduat e of Harvard. He partici pate d
in eight amph ibious invasion s as a Navy
lieutenant in World War II.
Prior to joining Colby, Turner was administrative assistant to the vice-president
of the Liber ty Mutua l Insurance Co. in
¦ , .
Pittusburg h, Pa.
(
Council
member
of
the
He is an active
for Advancemen t and Support of Education
(CASE) and a trustee of Kents Hill (Maine )
School .

"Belfast , Belfast , when your hate for one
another 's past. We can try, we can try, Belfast Belfast... "
This is the chorus of a song that is now
popular in Britain. But , according to a friend
of mine-who lives in Belfast , the hate is far
from over.
"I read somewhere that there were more
murders in New York City last year than in
Belfast ," he says. "But it 's different; in New
York somethin g like 70 percent of the victims know their murderers. In Belfast you
could be walkin g down the street and suddenl y someone you 've never seen before
jumps out and shoots you or you're-walking
along and a store across the street blows up.
You 've got no chance to avoid it."
He lives across the road from a British
army barracks and described nights when the
Provisional IRA would arrive 200 strong to
lay siege to the fort. He would try to sleep
on the floor worr ying that he might not ,
get enough rest to work the next day as the
bullets ricochete d up and down the street
beneath his window.
I remember back in 1969 when things
started getting bad. Some soldiers went to a
pub on their night off, and the proves (short
for the Provision al IRA) took them out into
the street and shot them all in the heacj.
They were about 18 and had kids. The
whole thing made me feel sick. I used to
watch when they'd rob a post office. Now
things have gotten so bad and I've seen it so
many times I don 't turn around anymore ."
"There 's a war on ," he says , "it doesn 't
affect everyone all the time, but it can affect
any one person or a member of his famil y at
any time."
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Nick Mencber is a Colby junior spending
ibis year in Scotland.

Sunday, April 29th
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Then there are the soldiers , who stand beside their armored truck s in full battle gear
with submachine guns and question motor ists and pedestria ns and who patrol in groups
of six to eight with two watching the street
as the others scan the rooftops and windows
looking for any movement that might be a
sniper as they sprint from doorway to door way and children tag along.
Last week the Provisional IRA exploded
a bomb in a crowded pub in Belfast killing
twelve people and wounding thirty-five .
After the explosion they released a message
saying they would only accept comment and
criticism from families of the wounded and
killed. The next day a poster showing the
burnt and barel y recognizable body of one
of the victims with the words "This is what
the IRA have done" was posted all over the
city and appeared in the British press. Now
people in Northern Ire land are turnin g in
members of the Provisional IRA to the army
and police. Perhaps shock will hel p solve a
problem reason has failed to heal. But it
looks doubtful , my friends tell me the IRA
are restructuring around the model of the
FALN so that no one member knows the
identity of any ab ove him in the terrorist
group thus making police and army investigations very difficult. In the last three days,
two more soliders have been murdered , one
by provos dressed as students and the other
by a sndperjhree hundred yards away. My
friend says that this is to show the world
they are unshaken by the deaths of twelve
innocent peop le.

Johan n Sebas tian B.

JO SEP H 'S

mum
¦___ h_-* aa_-U-fe_k_««—t_ka—

roast beef

There are between sixteen and eighteen
thousand British troops in Northern Ireland.
A few years ago newspapers carried the
story that the Scottish units of the Black
Watch and the Scottish Guards were serving
more time in Northern Irel and than their
English comrades. According to my friend ,
while 11% of Britai n is Scottish,' 22% of the
soldiers in Northern Ireland are from Scotland. I asked him if he found it hard returnin g
home from his medical studies in Edinburg h
to find Scottish soldiers walking the streets .
"I can 't feel any anger for them after
coming from Scotland. I've talked to a lot
of soldiers over here and most are good lads.
I' m worried thoug h; if I see one at home who
I might have talked to over here and he nods
or smiles at me, I' m a dead man . The proves
Tl bag me in a minute. "
I read an article the other day about a
Catholic in Belfast who took a taxi driven
by a Protestant and when the driver realized
his passenger 's religion, he pulled the cab
over and shot the m am- 1 asked my friend
how one knows which cabs are which in Belfast , does a Protestant driver have a yellow
sign in his window and a Catholic a green
one? He laughed and told me that the man
had been caught in the wrong ward and that
whenever you went out of your neighborhood
into one of the other religion, the chances
were good you would not come out alive.
Tr ansportation in the city is also dangerous ;
his brother finall y sold his car after he got
tir ed of having it hijacked by Provi sional IRA
men who needed transpor tation. They always
return ed it, but he felt one too many pistols
at the base of his head.
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Echoes
From
The
Pa st

Rig ht On Red

Next Monda y, May 1, a new law permittin g a ri ght turn on a red light will go
into effect in Maine.
Basicall y permissive legislation , the
law provides that a ri ght turn is permitted
after a full stop, at any light , unless there
is a posted sign to the contrary. Waterville ,
for the present , has no such signs.
, Essentiall y drivers are to yield to
pedestrians and to normal traffic; and to
proceed with caution after coming to full
stop.
Particular attentio n should be paid to
crosswalks near shopp ing districts and schools

The following note appeared in a column
entitled "Joe Smoke Says" in the May 3,
1929 issue of the Colby ECHO. They did
it to sheep then , too!
Last week, Dick Dyer, driving back to
college f r o m New Hampshire , hit and killed a sh eep. When asked by the owner of
the ill-fated animal if it had been on the
hig hway when it -was killed , Dick angrily
retorted , "On the highway? Oh no, I
chased it around the f ield until it was
tired , and then I ran over it. "

Wine? Women
& Song
Wanted : One roomm ate. I have a dorm
staff position on second floor Dana and
am entertainin g app lications from pros pective candidates who possess desired quali ties centering around wine, women and
song. Beer and cocktail drinkers are acceptable. Candidates with some athletic inclination and fun-loving people are preferred . As a result of the Dean of Housing 's
anti-co-habitation policy, women app licants
cannot be officiall y consider ed. If interested
contact Larry, ext. 461.

Grading System
The Stu-A Committee Task Force
will be conducting a Student Opinion ' Survey
on the proposed grading system change.
Th e E.P.C. committee voted to implement ,
for all students , next fall the following
change;
The grad ing system will be established ,
whereby credit will be given for +'s and -'s.
A 'B' would be worth 3 points , a 'B-' would
be worth 2.7 points , and a C B+' would be
worth 3.3 points.
The Committee Task Force will be
asking students if they agree or disagree
with the pr oposed chang e on Monday, Mav
1 in Roberts Union from 10 am - 6 pm.
The Committee is worried that stud ents
may be adversely affect ed by such a change .

Library resources at Bates, Bowdoin '
and Colb y are now available to air students
and faculty of those institutions.
The cooperative arrangem ent provides
the respective college communitiies with
access to over one million combined volumes and periodicals , notes Stuar t Debenham ,
:
director of Colby's Miller Library.
While there will be some overlap, each
library has its uni que aspects , he notes.
Borrowers will be subject to the rules of
the lending institution.
The agreement is the outgrowth of
,;<
a series of meetin g with Arthur Monk e, . . .. .
director of the Bowdoin Library, and J oseph
Derb yshire , director of the libr ary at Bates .
"We hope," says Debenham , "that this
will be the initial step toward greater
future ¦
¦
. . - -¦
cooperation. "

SOCIAL LIFE PRESENTS
for spring carnival
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^Poisonous Power
I CrliWtJlilItuUt

Too many of the older generation who
lead the country are apathetic about the
energy situation, maybe because -wlien the
energy ensis they have propagated becomes
full-grown and disables entire nations, the
problem will be ours and not theirs. Despite
self-proclamations of being a champion of
alternate energy, even President Carter
favors a "leveling off" of the growth
closed system for sane production and use of federal support of the development ofofrenewenrgy, through reuse of waste, is clearly a
able energy sources. He and his energy
necessary part of a comprehensive energy
secretary have, at the same time, sought to
plan. Uncle Sam tries very hard to avoid
give even greater help to the nuclear prothe issue, and the White House itself refuses gram. Let 's hope the government wakes
to directly answer many questions concern- up and acts very soon, for the time left to
ing this topic.

On T/ie "Closed System
by Scott Murchie >

In striving to build a society which
produces and uses its energy in sane ways,
it is important to employ the closed sytem.
This concept involves the use of waste
material as a resource from which a variety
of "recycled" materials can be made.
system in that "wastes"
is a closed
I; A forest
as fallen
tranches
, dead leaves, animal
'
\
^*uch
%
are
converted into
manure
emains
and
|§I&
'flr humus to be utilized by new plants and thus
<
recycled.
The present system of production and
use of energy is an excellent model of the
open system, which disregards the sensible
p rinciple of the closed system and £s an
ecological nightmare. Coal and oil, when
burned to provide power, release tremendous
amounts of toxic sulfur dioxide, carbon
mono xi de , and soot into the air, fouling
the eriviroment and causing health problems for miles around. Carbon that was
previously locked into the ground as fossil
fuel is hardly recy cled , but instead is released into the atmosphere as carbon dioxid e
to create a "greenhouse effect " and alter
the world 's climate. The energy produced
from these fossil fuels is not even used wisemegawatts being used to produce
.(
Sv . y» countless
ij ^r«tems that are used once and then destroyed, with litde thought given to reuse
or recycling.
The energy used on the farm for the
production of food is largely wasted. Poor
farming practices and underuse of soilbuilding measures like covercropp ing and
mulching encourage erosion and allow fertility to decrease rapidly. Crop wastes, manure, and municipal sewage, whi ch could be
returned to the soil to partly solve problems
of soil fertility, are instead burned , buried ,
and even dumped into the sea. Meanwhile,
increasing amounts of energy are devoted
to the production of chemicals which do
an inferior j ob of feeding plants and compound erosion problems. Nuclear power is perhaps the most
thorough rejection of the closed system.
Nuclear wastes, besides being largely
unus„ w _ l_ l_
_..-_ _ _ - - 1 _ .__ ! _._ •
1
create
a
monumental,
ble,
perhaps
msolva.tre
*-wble problem of s_torage and disposal.
By adopting a closed system for the
production of energy, we would eliminate
the need for much of the highly polluting, inefficient conventional energy genera
don establishment. The first step is the
recycling of recoverable munici pal and "industrial wastes such as glass, newsprint,
and metal. A serious attempt at this could
eliminate a small percentage of total
national energy demands. Next, we must
bum in a clean and safe way the remaining
non-recyclable, combustible solid wastes.
The heat produced in this way may be used
cither directly or to produce electricity,
and could satisfy 1 or 2% of the energy
demand.
^
One of the most interesting ways
of handling waste is through anaerobic cpm. \^posting . Farm and municipal organic wastes
j $$may be shredded and mixed with water to
produce a suspension containing 10% solids.
This slurry, composted in an airless environment for six to eight weeks, gives off a mixture of gases consisting primarily of methane
This gas is quite flammable , and may be '
used and handled in much the same way
as natural gas is, With over a billion tons
of manure alone produced yearly in the
U.S., there is clearly a potential for devclooment of this field. Estimates of the extent of the potential vary, but an Iowa
biologist predicts that by 2000 his state
could produce double its required electricity
from methane. The spent slurry, in turn,
could be returned to the topsail to help
alleviate its worsening condition . The organ
ic matter produced by this topsoil may be
treated In The same way, so" that a self_ ,„ perpetuating closed system is created.
<!m
Application of the principle of the

develop any kind of sane energy plan is
quickly running.out.

On Saturday, th e 29th , there will be
an alternative energy fair in, or in front of,
Roberts. This is great chance to see solar
¦
panels,new
efficient wood stoves, and
more. Also, on Sunday, May 7th, there
will be a nonviolence training session in
Smith lounge. It will start at 9:30 and
run all day. Anybody who wants to protest at Seabrook this J une must go through
a training session.
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• Frats

continued financial losses cannot be economically sustained.
Fraternity Presidents have asked that
the extent of their operating deficits not
be revealed. x Fraternities that are operating
at a deficit include six out of the eight fraternities housed in their own buildings; Pi
Lambda Phi is regarded as a separate entity.
The only two fraternities that are not in any
financial difficulties are Tau Delta' Phi and
Lambda Chi Alpha.
At the end of the 1976 fiscal year,
the fraternities owed $458,671.64 to the
college, of which $321,980.67 was owed
by Kappa Delta Rho. The accrued operating deficit for this same year was $56,853.59
The deficit is now somewhat smaller due to a gradual recovery made by many of the
fraternities , although precise figures were
not available.
The future of the fraternities will _ ..
depend wholly on their financial situation.
The meeting on Wedensday led to some .
understanding between the administration
and the frat ernities. Dean Smith commented
that more frequent meetings will be held with
Interfratemity Council Representatives in an
attempt to work out solutions to the present
and future financial probl ems. If future
enrollment can be maintained and preferably increased , full or near full capacity
attained in the houses, and a general campus
interest in the continued existence of the

k.

KDR

TDP

LCA

present enrollment

60

52

57

maximum capacity
of fraternity house

42

34
-. .

brothers living in
the house

42

minimum enrollment

DKE

ZP

DU

PDT

17

46

56

34

37

33

27

27

34

34

30

29

30

5

25

35

25

21

34

27

29

21

22

27

27

24

pledges-upperclass
freshmen

3
7

. g •/
11

q
24-

10
1

5
6

6
18

1
9

graduating brothers

15

12

12

1

20

18

15
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KDR
mortage *282 ,404.82
years left unknown
to pay off
debt

TDP

LCA
3.&00

17,600
-8

ATO DKE
0
12,000

less
than 1

* 1976 fiscal year figures
remainder of fi gures are up to date debts

replacing E. Parker Johnson, who w as on
sabbatical leave. "It was a very busy year,
for i continued to give lectures' iff organic
¦ ¦ ., >• •
chemistry," he recalls. Born in Brick Jby/nship, .Ontario-, iCsmada,
^
Professo
r rReid; was graduated wjth;hbnbrs; ;/
in chemistry: at McGill University, ,$ohitre|l i
and went on tiii. e_rn there' his •d'bctbrate-iiv
organic chemistry. H e has served as a consultant to the National Science Founda, tion and to the editors of the American
..Peoples Encyclopedia. He was elected, in
1968 a corporator of Maine Medical Care
Development , Inc., and in 1968 an advisory
member to the ^Iarquis Biographical Library Society. Prbfessbr Reid has over 30
journal articles on organic chemistry to his
credit.
He was chairman of thc Maine. Seciton , of
the American (^einical Society for three v. .•
separate terms,' and taug ht as Smith-Mundt ,
Visiting Professor of Organic Chemistry at
the University of Baghdad , Iraq from 1960
to 1961. He served as faculty representative
to the Colb y board of trustees during 1969¦
72.

-
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We 've got somethin g in store
for you !
Contemporary Faahion Apparel, Home
Accessories and Gifts for tho entire family.
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LIKE?

If you smoke
ci garet tes , you
t as t e like one.
Yoiir c]pth|6s

and hair can

smell stale and
unpleasan t , too.
You don 't. '
no t ice i t , but
peop le close t o
you do,
Especiall y if
t hey don 't

smoke.

And non-

smokers are t he

AMERICAN
Downtown Wfttorville, Maine

Greyhound Rx.
The cure for
colle ge blahs .

IS
THIS
WHAT
YOUR
KISSES
TASTE

love , They live
longer.

Cozy atmosphere

Ansell Grindell to come to the meeting
to answer some questions, but he cancelled
for the third time because of scheduling difficulties. They plan to ask him to the next ,
meeting.
At the Assembly meeting, the follow. ing complaints, suggestions, and observations
were made concerning Sellers: that sugar
cones and plain yogurt be made available, ;
' that meal hours be staggered from hall to hall
that ' Dana is closing before posted time, that
the salad bar at Dana is being cleared "before
the hall is closed , that obscure food combinations are being offered at Dana's salad
bar, that two good selections are offered on
one day and two bad selections on the next,
and that despite these complaints, the present meal system is preferred to other systems.

/•

bes t peop le t o

ftrvln fl brtakfmt and hutch
7 dayi f wMk.

Ctmp-tM Mt 'OlIt
171- I
!

8

DU
21,000

A^blM

, OPEN LAT E SAT. 2:00 AM
SUNDAYS 7 :30 AM - 2:00 PM
Good Food

'
ZP
*23,127.88

fraternities projected , then the fraternities I
have a better.chance of survival. The finan- 1
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• Professo r Reid R etiring
instrumental laboratory, which was nonexistent when 1 came in 1954. Some of
the funds also were used to improve our..
freshman and organic laboratories."
In_ the midst of developing and directing
the institutes and his regular teaching duties, Professor Reid , a recognized organic
chemist, found time to investigate synthetic
compounds related to plant horm ones, under
the first of two Research Corporation
Grants. He was co-winner of the 1956 J.
Shelton Horsley Aw ard, presented by th e
Virginia Academy of Sciences, for his work
on "Clovene and Beta-Caryophy llene Alcohol." Professo r Reid shared the.honor with
a former graduate student of his at Johns
Hopkins, A.W. Lutz , who was then assistant
professor of chemistry at William and Mary
College in Virginia. In 1959, he received
his second Research Corporation Grant to
continue his work on synthetic compounds.
Professpi Reid has been gratified by
the response of students to departmental offerings. .
"The advanced courses have been
very popular with our majors ; several students have elected!'January Plans and special
topics or senior scholars programs to study
various aspects of organo-metallic chemistry,"
he says.
Professor Reid added hats briefly in 1967-68
when he served as Acting Dean of Faculty?
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It' s a feeling t ha t slowly descends u pon
,
red
yo iLj he exams , t He pop t est s, the; 'requi
rea din g , the hours at the library, the thesis—
•
t hey won 't go away.
; But you can , This weekend , take off , say
hello , to your friend s , see the sights , have a " , ;
greattime. You'll arrive with money in your ,
pocke t because you r Greyhound trip doesn 't
take that much out of it.
V If you ' re feeling t ired , depressed and ,• .;
exhausted , grab a Greyhound and spl it. It' s a
sure cure for the blahs.
Greyhound Service

-r
To

Portland
Boston
Providence
Hartford
New Yotk.

OntWay

6.45
17.60
21.10
28.75
36.SO

, Vo« Cin .
Uovt

ItoundTrip

.

""

You
Arrlv * . ,

12.30 ..; 1:47 p.m. , 4 :00 p.m.
1 :47 p.m . , 7 :?0 p.m. ,
33.45
9 M, p.rav. .
40,10
1 :47 p.m,
54.05
1:47 p.m.
10.10 pirn. 69.50
1 :47 p.m.. 1 AS tt.tn. ¦

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips ,
(Prices Biib .ocl lo clian QO.)
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Sprin g Sports
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Colby stick-menmoving ball upfield , maintaining f irst quarter 3-1
lead. Bowdoin two steps behind.

Ann Hussey leads off in softball action.

The Watchtower

THEATRE

Stop The Presses

Enter—Mac The Knife
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The Watchto wer
Between the lines and issues of a small
counter-cul ture paper in i major youth
marke t (Boston) a group of editor -wri ters,
publishers , and pho tographers find themselves fo rced t o give up the luxury of the
you t hful fig ht for freed om. So goes the
plot and characters of J oan Silver's film
abou t a newspaper and a way of life whose
days are numbered. Changing times and
gvjpeople who cling to old days and ways because it 's all tha t 's ever been true to them
is a familiar cinema theme , but Between
the Lines is one of few films to attack this
t heme through the gener ation that should
have gone to Viet Nam. As a film competing with other films for box office revenue ,
it's just another mqyjen j3ut as a serious
movie abou t youth and ^erious eommitmeht
it 's pr etty special. At a timr when all we
needed was ano ther American Graffiti to
convince us of our insignificance , at leas t
someone saw fit to tteat m as a flawed and
t roubled genera tion.
How could a film about youn g adult s in
theHe venties avoid the Mont y-Pythonish insanity of our times? And Between the Lines
used this and other means to give it the
sense bfnumor and even-han ded tcmpermeri
that was one of its strongest points. In
S_ ___

the agenda at 11:30 , meeting up with UMO.
Varsity Baseball comes next with a doubleheader against Tufts. At 1:00, Softball
takes on St. J oseph' s and Varsity Lacross e
concludes the action in a game against Boston State.

J ay Donegan at bat for Mules in action against UMO

I

V

by Kathy Reichert
Spring Carniv al is light around the bend
and the sports line-up is set. Beginnin g Friday, there is a baseball game, Colby vs.
Williams.
0 n Saturda y, Women 's Lacrosse starts off
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dOie scene, a group of staff members is
wasting time hang ing around th e receptionist-secretar y's desk when a lar Re nativeAmerican type throws open the door a
few feet away. He proceeds up to the desk
behind which the frightened Mainliners
have t aken refuge , lifts the typewriter over '
his head, and brings it crashin g down on
the floor. J ust when you think "The Mainline " has been terrorize d by some underworld boss whose wrath they investigativel y
aroused , the silent gentleman hands the receptionis t a card which reads , "You have
just witnessed a work of conceptu al art by
J ohn Miklond. " He stands there waiting for
paymen t or something and says, "I call it
End of Communication. " Max , a self-assured , slow talking, usually high , misguidedlv eloquen t rock writ er, who looks
like a fifties th rowback , refuses to be outdone by this fraud , and slapstick unites with
relief to presen t some hilarious visual scenes.
Max lopes over the bulletin board , look- '
ing all the while at the artist and ri ps it off
the wal| saying simpl y, "Pa per in Flight. "
They trade similar ly titled ph ysical abuses
around the shab by office until Stanley;
scrawny , establish ment, well dressed , aloof ,
pu t zy and generall y despised adver tisemen t
direc t or walks in , outra ged. For , the piece de
H esfst ap ce .Jylax steps up to hijm ,, rij)8 open
his bu tton^ down shirt Mid says "Stanle y
exposed!" Defeated by those he sought to

per tolt Brecbt 's "Three Penny Opera:
will open at Strider Theatre on the first
weekend in May. While the title is familiar
to many, the plot and background of the
show may not be as well known. What
follows is an introductor y description of
Brecb t 's work. Next week, the Echo will
highlight individual pe rformers and directors w orking on Colby 's produc tion. The
staging of "Three Penny Opera " is an ambitions underta king which deserves the attention and support of the entire Colby
communi ty.

J

by B. Raquet
The plague-ridden London of J ohn Gay 's

The Beggar's Opera - on which Three Penny

Op era is based - was to Bertolt Brecht
more th an a casual metaphor for Nazi-ridden
Berlin. He wrote of a particularl y horrendous time in history , using whores and
beggars as his metaphor -. The human urges
in the play , both sexual and political, are
set against a bac kdrop of starvation caused
by a decaying social order. The omnipresence
oi the brilliant Kurt Weill musi cal score
enhances the entire production , making it
a true theatrical experience ,
The plot is relatively free from complexities. The action itself takes place in Soho,
1837 , centering on the most influential
criminal citizen in the city, Machea th - alias
Mac the Knife. Macheath 's tale is totf
use , the would-be artist spits out a hateful
throug h various lyrics:
as
a
commen
tary,
and
stalks
out.
"Average "
"By the Thames turbid waters ,
Where else but at t he Mainline could an
Men abruptl y tumble down.
anachronism like Max carry on his battle
Is it plague or is it cholera?
for insani ty and do it for a living? NoOr
a sign Macheath' s in t own? "
where of course , and since we know the
In
t
er
t
wined
wit h his , are the lives and
days of the paper as a trul y innovative
fates
of
three
women - Poll y, whom he
effor t are . limited, (rumor s of the paper
an old flame . and Lj icy,
marries
,
Penny,
being sold out from under them and diswho is pregnan t and none too pleased
tention in the editorial ranks make this »
ab out it.
clear ), we know the lives of characters as
Sat irica l, moving , powerful , the Three
we know them are also.
In the end the paper is sold and beneath
Penny Opera is an experi ence not to be
a fac ade of continuity ' the new paper -magnate missed , or forgotten. The 1954 play is a
publisher insists on the firing of the paper 's
timeless artistic endeavor » societies never
best wri ter which begins the demise of the
really chang e, they shift momentarily.
Continued on pa ge 9

Colby Artis ts
In The
Sp otlig ht
Michael Pelletier, a Colby baritone,
placed second in the Na t ional Association
of Teach ers Singing Vocal Competition
held Satu rday April 21 at the University
of Maine at Orono. Pelletier, a sophomore
music major , competed wit h over 35 singers
from Maine. He is a pupil of Freda Gray Masse.

The name Becky Rogers has become well

known in local theatre circles. A jun ior
currently at Pomona on a semester exchange program, Becky has proven herself
in many roles on th e Colby stage. True to
form , she is taking an active part in Pomona
theatre. Recently she gave a performance
as Amanda in Noel Cow ard 's Private Lives.
Michael H. Grandin, a reviewer for Pomona 's newspaper described her performance,
saying ;
"Colby exchange student and non-theatre
major Becky Rogers is superb as the sophist icat ed Amanda , divorced from Ely ot and
recently married to Victor. Rogers' display
of subtle -vocal inflection and facial expression is unexcelled in the cast. Her sarcasm
and innuendo carry real venom and she effec tively establishes the character of a relatively wild and free thinking woman of the
British leisure class. Rogers' lack of training however is apparent in the way she
uses her bod y. A tendency to slouch and
lead with her shoulders mars an otherwise
flawless performance."

MUSIC

Kava fian
"Spirited "

Colby 's Spring Carnival will be hi ghlighted by Friday ni ght 's Pousette-Dart Band
concert.

Pierce Arrow will appear with the

band for an 8.00 performance in Wadswort h
Gymnasium.
The group is led by Jon PousetteDart, who, in addition to p lay ing acoust ic,

joi ning their ranks.
The Boont on High School graduate
is readying eigh t een oil paintings for a oneperson show this spring, the culmination of
her work as a Senior Scholar under a program that enables selected students to-pu rsue independent projects.
After graduat i on , explains the artist,
"1 plan to travel across the country, and
then become a professional pain ter and ,
perhaps , teach on the side."
Miss Kincaid specializes in photo-realism ; oil is her medium.
-One of her pain tings, currend y on exhibit in the college's Je tte Gallery, is a large
canvas of a blue 1974 Plymouth. She explains why her subj ects are cars, trucks,
t rains, and airplanes: "I like the play of
ligh t and glare reflec t ed from the met alli c
surfaces.;"

moody Prokofiev Melodies for Violin and
Piano , which followed the intense and formal Brahm 's Sonata. It was a pleasure t o
see intelligent teamwork in t he translation

Kathy Kincaid of Boonton , N.J. started
painting seriously only two years ago.

But the senior art major at Colby Col-

lege is accomplished t o the poin t where her
work is on display in a studen t exhibition

—

Photo-realism, a technically difficult
style Miss Kincaid derived from the works
of American artists Malcolm Morley and
Chuck Close, involves reproducing on canvas photographs she has taken.
While she has always had an in terest
in art, Miss Kincaid didn 't study studio
painting un til her sophomore year. A major influence was assistant professor of art
J. Thomas R. Higgins , himself a paint er
who is her Senior Scholars tutor.

Visions of an artist

^T

Miss Kincaid has tried watercolors
but prefers oils. "I like the solid color; oils
mix well and create a sense of depth."
Her talents have been used to do, for
a friend , a version of the Mona Lisa on a
brick. Able to mimic the styles of Cezanne
and others, Miss Kincaid assures tha t she

u LVe
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Pousette-Dart has been touring successfully and has produced two well-received
albums, "Pousette-Dart " and most recently,
Professor Ferguson will give aA piano, " Critics have given hi gh praise
"Amne
sia
layer
recit al in Given "Audi torium Friday
p
electric, and slide gui t ar , has been described
"Amnesia " in part icular , saying t ha t
,
to
April 29 at 12:30.
as having "a tenor voice that is genuine and
»
"versatile , skilled musicianship prevails,
a style that is continuall y upbeat and posiand
particularly
excellent
is
~"
the
acoustic
tive." Pouset te-Dart also writes most of
and slide guitar work , along with key inThe Colby Music Department presents its ^
t he group 's songs "in an economic manner,
saxo(flutes,
Spring
Student Recital featuring vocal , piano ,
strumental
embellishments
making short, concise statements each time
)."
discussed
Also
banjo
frequen
tly
phone
,
music on Friday April 28
and
instrumental
out that never fail to please. " John Troy
"ti
band's
h
t
harmonies
and
crisp
are
the
g
Given
Auditorium.
at
7:30
p.m.
in
on bass, John Curtis on acoustic and elecvocals."
tric guitars and Jeff Teaque on percussion
^^^—_ .^^_.___i_ _
The appeal of Pousette-Dart result s
complete the band.
Dan Puig h and Doug Blackwel l will give
from a synthesis of various sounds: pop,
an acoustic and electric blues concert in
fol k , coun try, funk and rock. Their style
Lorimcr Chapel Thursday April 2.7 at 8:00
incorporat es influences rang ing "from a •'
pim.
mild funk to a sort of reggae, latin feel.
At the same time there are traditional rock
and country phases that prove their musiSaturday April 29 Film Direction precal roots are almost as diversified as the
sents Children of Paradise %\ 7 and 9i30
music itself.
in L100. Admission is SI.00.
In addition to their ability to combine different styles, the group has been
ii
noted for doing "things that could easil y
The Colby Music Department presents a
go unnoticed : delicate acoustic guitar
cello recital of Baroque music performed by
phrasi ng, sneak attacks of banjo and manLee-Anne Mescrvey on the eello and Betsy
dolin and an underlying current ot musical
Sandin on the harpsichord . Sunday April
odds and .ends that always seem to work."
30 at 4.00 p.m. in the art museum.
The talent demonstrated on the albums seems to be anything hut limi ted to
the recording studio. "One of the group's
virtues is an ability to translate its music to
Saturday Apri l 29 there will he a Contra
Dance with the Stairwell St ring Band in
the concert stage/' Po nsmc-Oart has also
been called "musically formidable" in conDana Dining Hall nt 8:00 p.m,Admission
'
is free ,
eert and Pousette-Dart himsel f has said, "I
v
think the band is more effective live than
on record so far ."
There will he a student poetry reading in
If this holds true, . Friday ni ght 's conthe Smith Room , second floor Roberts on
cert should prove to be an exciting event.
' Sunday April 30 nt R :00 p.m.
Tickets arc available at Robert 's Desk in
advance for $3.50 and at the door for $4,50

w
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The different fac es of Pousette Dart

By L. Shackford

in the college 's Museum of Art. Encouraged
by professional artist s, she is con templating

Last Wednesday nigh t t he Colby College
Music Series audience heard a fine selection of music for violin and piano , played
by Ani Kavafian and Blanca Uribe. The
violinist, Miss Kavafian , was last year 's recipient of the Avery Fisher Prize in New
York City t and she demonstrated how she
was able to win such a prize. She coaxed
velvety tone out of the violin at all times,
part icularly in th e Mozar t Sonat a and t he
selections by Kreisler. Her virtuosity was,
of course, remarkable , but beyond mere
display she charged the music with personalit y, enthusiasm , and inexorable engegy.
Ani Kavafian's you thful feeling for the
music was well mat ched by Miss Uribe 's
lively piano technique. Together, t hey mold
ed their interpretations of each composer
with style and proport ion , result ing in a
highly spirited perform ance of the works.
In t he "Liebeslied ," a longstanding favorite,
the art ists blended brilliantly, as in the

of music.
1- heard excited comments after the con
cert voicing the audience 's satisfied feelings
from experiencing such powerful music, so
skillfully played. The Music Series concerts i
are a rare oppor tuni ty for Colby to witness
professional art ist ry in the realm of chamber
music- Having only four such events per
year make the intervening time on campus
seem alarmingly silent.

Dance Imp ressions

The Visions Of An Artis t

by Charles J acden

Pousette- Dart : Go For It
by M. Murphy

DANCE
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Third world Cultural Program presents Battle of C/>i/.,grand prize winner of Grenoble
International Film Festival and French
Film Critics' Association Award. Showing
on Sunday April 30 at 7:30 p.m. in L10O,
Admission is $1.00.
The Performing Arts Center at Bath has
announced its partici pa tion in the Maine
Audubon Society 's celebra t ion of Sun Day
by sponsoring a "Two-Day Paul Winter Experience ," May 5 and 6 at the Center in
Bath. The activities will begin on Friday
evening with a performance by the Consort
at 8:O0 p.m.. followed by a reception with
the group in the Center 's Rotary Room and
a Workshop with the Consort tlie next morn
ing, Saturday at 10:00 a.m. The public is
invited to attend all th ree activiti es, which
are offered for the price of admission to the
concert, $6.00.
The Consort , which is lending its, support
to Maine Sun Day as.it ha* to conservation
and ecology benefi ts throug hou t t he world ,
plays a blend of jaw. pop. classical and
ethnic music. Their instruments, as eclectic
as their musi c , come from a wide range of
countries and arc from primitive to complex
in dcsigni .they include among them lop
drums , moog sjmthesizer, kettle dru ms,
gongs , cellos ancl saxnphoncs ,
Tickets for the "Two-Day Paul Wi nter
lixpeiience" are available lit the Performing
Arts Center at Rath, MacRcan S-Bninswick,
Sonnet and Song-Augusta , Btickdancer 's
Choice-Portlan d, Augmented Fifth«Camden, New England Music'l ,ewii.. on.

does so only for her own amusement.
The daugh ter of John B. and Marjory
M. Kincaid of Powerville Road, she received h onors in the art hist ory comprehen
sive examinations', which she t ook in her
j unior year.

• u ateff ower
f entire staff.
There 's no vict ory here

for our
heroes, the new publisher could and d oes

have a new staff in the office the next morn
ing. So the establishment victory leaves
the , charact ers with only personal choices t o
make the experience worthwhile. They all
progress a little in the end. For som e th is
means realizing that they haven 't the
strength to make it on th eir own. (One of
the female charact ers sacri fices her questionable talents to serve^her fiance in the
writing of his ironically celebratory fi rst
book. ) Others adapt to their new world,
compromising wi th it but continuing to '
appl y the principles that have guided them
in the past. Some fal l back onto themselves and their ways of surviving on their
own. The last scene shows Max using his
quasi-famc to slcafce a drink oft" a longt ime
reader in some area bar. The parry my be
over for the paper, but Max, who made it
work , hasn 't lost the talents and tricks that
made him and the paper uni que.
In the end 1 guess you 'd have to say they
all grew up a little. For some that meant
victory in succ essfully making t heir pas t s
a part of their future. For some it meant
defeat , unable to continue alone without
the war and freedom of the sixties. For
some it m eant little, only the continuation
of an existence, They were all forced to
realise however th at to a certain extent
that they were masters of their.own fate,
whatever that meant. The end of the revolution and rally didn 't leave them high.
and dry- It wns their own creation, and when
they niovcd on and grew up, they took it
with them .
, If all this sounds familiar it should. But
this one 's about us, or those wc know a
few years older than us, and that gives it
a meaningful ,'if limited significance. Besides. I liked the sound track.

Due to the talents of Ellie Klcpp and
Jennifer Barber, the.-Colby D ancer's Spring
Concert was transform ed from a good
show to a great one. The dancers, as a
troupe, showed unity and consistency.
Each
piece in th e program varied from the others
there was little thematic repitition.
The program opened with a dance coregraphed using a computer program to
randomly combine movements, creating
fi ve individu^l sequences for as many dancers. The segprtfces J>ore no relation to each
oth er, each dancer concentrating on her
own movements. The only interplay came
accidentally wh en two patterns, hence two
dancers, "collided" _nd had to adjust their
movements to accomodate each other. Interna] consistency was achieved as a result
of in dividual movements randomly repeated in all of the sequences at one time or
another. The concept behind this piece was
intriguing and 1 thought it was handled as
effectivel y as possible. Personally I foun d
the aimlessness of repeating patterns and
the Lack of communication between individuals disconcerting and ultimately boring.
While each dancer showed competency, I
felt they were inhibited, b eing locked int o
a rigid pattern. This is not to undercut the
significan ce of th e piece, but merely to sug
gest there are elements of dance which cannot be prescribed. It is those elements that
allow spontaneity and individuality.
Also included in the first half of the program was a piece danced by Eleanor Gaver
and Leigh Morse called Irritation. In their
performances, Gaven and Morse subtly personified irritation, using dance to visibly express the increasing tension which leads to
outward irritation. Set to a peice by John
Cage, which complemented the movements
perfectly, this piece was light and humorous.
,
St eve Harding 's To t rn t anz ' came close
to crossing the thin line dividing theatre
and dance. A strong, literal interpretation
of Harding's impressions of Dachau , the
German concentration camp, "Tolentanz " was a forceful expression of emotion
It 's impact may have been reduced by the
honesty of these feelings , however.
There was no illusion in the piece whatsoever; the dance was incidental to the th eme
rather than being the vehicle through which
to communicate it. I believed in the motivation behind such a piece, but in this instance, I question its' being called a dance.
"Old Paint on Canvas", also in the first
half was, t o my mind , the highlight of the

Tina - "Re-tun "

entire concert. Choreographed by Mary
Easier and danced by Jenny Barber, the
piece was beautifully presented . But most
importantly, this dance was accomp anied
by a program note (revealing its inspiration) and allowing the audience a frame of
reference with which "to view it.
So much of mod em dance is a series of
visual effects and illusions which the
audience is left to interpret by themselves.
Not that an audience should not be able
to relate to what 's going on on stage. How;
ever, this concept of dance reminds me of
an empty shell : if there is no und erlying
concept, there will be no consistency m
audience reation, and hence, no universal understanding. Dance is most effective as a
universa] voice or means of communication.
J enny Barber 's performance illustrated this
p ower admirabl y. She allowed an appreciation of the dance as a wh ole, not only were
her movements fluent and natural, but her
sensitivity to the music, and attention always to the concept she was trying to communicate fused, to provide an inspired per
formance.
In the second half-of the performance,
Tina Mitchell created a fanciful, if narcissisuc work entitled Re-runs. Using
video and a film projection within the con
text of watching a T.V. siow, we saw continuity of movement, as Mitchell's motions
echoed the images on the screen.
Also in the second half of the program,
Ellie Klopp demonstrated her wit and
expertise as a choreographer in a piece
entitled "General Impressions. " Inspired
by a month long stay in New York this
January, Ellie incorporat ed four views of
the city into a fast moving, of t en wry
dance segment.
When Ellie finally appeared in a scene
t aking place in the inside of a train, her
performance was superb. She captured the
mood exactly with assured, often provocative movements.
What distinguished Klopp and Barber
from the rest was an adherence to an
underl y ing concept in each performance
and a concerted effort to act only t o fur ther
understanding of it. Th ere was little tendency on either part to generalize or retreat to random posturing; they were able
to combine all facets of the art, moving in
one direction rather than generalizing.
I enjoyed the concert , it captured my
imagination and 1 liked what I saw. The
troupe deserves a great deal of admiration
and congratulations.

Baseball Scorebook
Mu les Drop One

The winning pitcher, Rich Buchanan
fires Another.

The Colby Nine are 1 for 3 in last
week's baseball action . They lost to Brandeis 12-1 on Friday, ancfsp lit a doubleheader with Nichols on Saturday, th e first
game a 5-2 loss and the second game a
6-5 victory.
The Brandeis ballmen leapt to the
fore in the first inning of play, driving in
three runs , while Colby remained scoreless.
Tlie Brandeis nine dominated the rest of
th< game, allowing the Mules to score once
in die last inning.
Brandeis cap italized upon Colby 's
slow start: in the first inning Steve Finne gan hit the lone homerun of the game,
scoring the first run. Bob DeGra2ia walked
to first , followed by a single from Dave
PciDios and Bob Munn s drove in the
second ran for Brand eis. With PeiDios
poised on third , an error from first base
gave him the chance to score the third run
of the inning.
Rich Buchanan lead off the pitching.
He struck out one, walked two and gave up
up tour runs. Tony Cun ningham reOeved
Buchanan in the fourth innin g. He struck
out three , walk ed six and gave up eight
runs.

t WWW
Lacro sse Loses Two

Mu les Sp lit Twin Bill
The Mules came from behind in the
seventh inning. Tbey were down 5-4 when
Tom Haggerty Ubalked, followed- by a fly out by Paul Spillane. Phil McCarth y singled and a third base error left Haggerty at
third , McCarthy on second. The Mules bad
a one-out deficit, when Buchanan singled,
sending'borne Hagg&rt and
y McCarthy to
score the tying and winning runs of the ^
game.
The Mules split a doubleheader with
Nichols last Saturda y, losing the first game
5-2 and winning the second 6-5.
In the first game, the winning inning
for Nichols came at the end of the game,
when they scored three runs. Colby lost
on five runs , nine hits and three enors.
The Mules made their strongest showing in
the second innin g when Dan Berger slammed
a homerun with Bruce Anaclet o on base.
Anoclcto was on second from a double and

the homerun accounted for Colby s only
mn in the fcame.
Reid Cassidy went the distance for
Colby. He pitched eight innings , struck out
ten , walked eight and gave up five runs.
In the second game of the twin bill,
Buch anan was the main man for the Colby
Nine. He not only pitch ed a superb game,
but was, responsibl e for the tyin g and winntag -lBI's.
Pitching was the key in the game.
Gerry Skinder started the game. He was
relieved by Buchanan in the fifth. Buchanan finished the game amassing an impressive
pitching record of two' strike-outs , no w alks ,
no hits, an no runs given up. He also got
the win.
Colby won on six runs out of six hits,
and two errors.
"It is difficul t to come from behind.
This win will give us a little momentum for
next week," said Coach Wally Covell. The
Mules faced UMO on Tuesday, a Div.il

powerhouse.

Netter Drop Two
by Bcclcy Pet ers
The men 's cennis season is now in
full swing, with the Colby tennis men aim-

ing their racquets this past week against
UMO , Bates , Central Connecticut , Bowdoin
and against UMO once more Saturday.
Certainly no f ine con claim that Col'
s
t
eam
isn 't a team on the move: their
by
losses t o UMO , Bates , Central Conn ecticut
and Bowdoin in a weekend tournament consisted of playing at home, travelling to
B runs wick , playing at hom e and then tra velling to Brunswick. Colby lost 2-4, 2-4,
0-6 to these teams.
The types of court surfaces encoun *
tered by Colby in the course of their journeys ranged from fast hard courts to slowplaying clay ones. Considering the amount
of ground covered by Colby 's t eams , the
singles tou rnament ' was disappoin ting. They
met the top six players from the four
schools.
Saturday UMO and Colby met m the
face of intermittent gales that made tossing
serves more a matter of luck th an skill.
Colby lost 3-6 overall . They could have

won 6-3 if the point tie-br eakers that decided three key matches had gone in Colby 's favor. Five put of the nine matches
lasted the full three sets, showing the near
equali ty between Colby and UMO. Since
Captain Dave Kayatta hfid his comprehensive exams on Saturday, the Colby Mules .
scrambled their starting line-up behind Bob
Desmond, with freshmen J on Kaufman and
Rich Dube play ing on cour ts two and three ,
and sophomore Andy Goode on cour t four.
Tom Marli tt and Peter Lee completed the
line-up.
The individual highlights of the meet
ogianst UMO were Bob Desmond 's 6-1, 7-5
victory over , HMO' s number one player *
Rich Dube '»'fc-4 64 victory and Andy
Goode 'i comeback win of 3-<i, 6-2, 6-1.
J on Kaufman had perhaps the' most frustrating day of his career; losing 6-7, 6-7 in
his singles match , and then , teamed with
Bob Desmond , losing the doubles event
3-6, 6-3 , 7-6.
Colby 's couriers were scheduled for
an away meet against UMPG on Thursday,
now reset for Monday . Thursday , Colby
will host Bowdoin.
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Tom Suddatb brineine the ball down-field.
Outstan ding performances were exhibited
by J oe Silvergold
by All-star defens eman Peter Crim in and
Don Dubioll as they stayed tough throug hWithin the first f e wzones the Mules'
out the game. Carter Knipp has made many
hopes for an undefeated season were dash
fine saves. Middies J osh Burns , Henry Vered as arch rivals Babson , and Bowdoin
nulg, Doug Cowly, Ed Rowland , and Super
were victori ous in games on Saturda y and
S
peedst er Charl y White only need to orTuesday. The Mules lost to Babson 13-3
ganize
the offense and the goals will come.
and to Bowdoin 354.
AU-Leauge
attack man Timuny Cameron
The Mules exhibited earl y flashes of
has
the
potential
to be the league 's leading
brilli ance holding the lead over Bowdoin
mover
in
the
remaining
games.
3-1 in the first quarter and troubling BabThough
the
recent
defeats
may have
Son 6-3 at half time. Earl y accomplishhumble d the Mules it has not withered
ments were nullified as the Mules commit
their moral. Upcoming games against United many mental errors. Penalties and
versi ty of Maine and Boston State will ...
turnovers are the only obstacles which
most cer t ainl y be grea t additi ons to any- .
stand between the Mules and a winni ng
one 's Spring Carnival. Come down and Supseason.
port the Mules as they start a tradition .

Trackme n! Place At
NESCAC Meet
by Tim So pel
Led by

a strong showing in the field
events, the Colby men 's track team registered an impressive finish in the first "annual N. E.S.C.A.C. Track and Field Championships held at the University of Massachusetts. Althou gh no official team scores
were kept, unofficial tallies posted Colby
among the conference leaders.
Don Bowman kept his season-long
unbeaten streak intact when he took first
place in the shot-put. Paul Xazilionis also
remained undefeated with a win in the
hi gh jump. John Crispin , absent from last
week' s meet at Wesley an, captured second
place in the pole vault , matching the winnin g height of 14'15/ .". Bruce Lambert
bettered his personal 1978 standard in the
discus by almost six feet and also notched
a second for the Mules. Russ Lodi's
fourth place finish iri the long jump rounded out the scoring in field events, when

the senior captain leapt from 8th place
into the money on his final attempt.
On the track, the Mules were paced by
the mile relay team's second place finish
in what proved to be the meet's most exciting race. Given a slight advantage by
the fine relay legs run by George Dolan ,
John Longley, and Doug Giron, in the last
leg, Bill Getcheil battled Bowdoin's AllAmerican sprinter Paul Strang and held him
nearl y even only to be edged in the final
few yards. Individually, Getcheil also captured fourth place in the 440. Doue lohnson took fourth in the 440-yard intermediate hurdles.
Next action for Colby will be on
,
Saturday when they take part in the Maine
State Invitational Track Meet at Bowdoin
College. The Mules are looking to up-end
arch nval Bates in what promises to be the
most evenly matched running of that meet
in several years.

Po lar BeprTS Fr eeze
Women's" Lacrosse

The w omen 's lacrosse team travelled
to Bowdoin last Tuesday and played well
against the Polar Bears. Despite a final
score of 8 - 1 in favor of Bowdoin, coach
Pluck felt that "the girls should be p roud
of their playing. After only three weeks of
practice they showed potential and great
spirit."
Colb y 's one tally was m ade by Vic ki
Coots with assists by J anie Hartzell and
Linda Alter. By overwhelming consensus
the outstanding player of the game was
goalie Sara "Bugsy" Bunnelll Bunnell, despite an injured, hand , played extremely .
well under Bowdoin's intense offensive ,
pressure. She turned away twenty shots

and had some superb clears to Hilary iaraba. Other players of note were J emitter
Ki rk , Diana Batchelder, Peggy Chamblin
and Robin MacLeod.
The Colby J-V.'s took on the Brunswick Club in the second game of the day.
The J.V.'s played hard and succ eeded in
edging out Brunswick 3 - 2 . The goals were
scored by Amy Simms and Betsey Morrill
with two. Good solid help was provided by
Sarah Bryan, Gihny Low and Ava Stone.
Complete,your Spring Carnival by
seeing the women trounce U.M .O, on Saturday at 11:00. Xunes > sports entertainment,
and refreshments (vHnk.'.'.wiitk) will be
_ .
provided.

Women Tra ckers
'Impf^
by Tim Sopel - •
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Paced by Karen OrIoff s.; second«place •
finishes in the high jump and long jump,
Colby's women's track team distinguished
itself with several fine performances in the
N.E.S.C.A.C. championship meet.' ' Although
circumstances prevented coaches Jon Bees
and Paul Johnson from fielding their en- •
tire squad, the women established themselves as a force to be reckoned with in
the future.
Junior Marta Ruth , an athlete wh ose
potential is still yet to be fully fathomed,
streaked to second place in the 100-yard
dash in what was easily the Mules' most
impressive performance. Lisa Nolan also
had a good day, slicing a full, two seconds
off her previous; best to capture fourth
i' place in the lOCKyaril hurdles. Sara Crisp,
whose first encounter with distance running resulted in last weelc's first place finish in the Women 's Week road race, continued to impress as she¦ captured fourth
;i ^in;the; Jhree mUe.:>^';: , ¦: ; .^,t^ ', ,l^
0/#- y ^80 p erforming well (For the Mules
\vas Salome Riley, who wait hirrpwl y
•fcdged oijt of a pWce iti die 40{tyard dash
%als and -.Wanor Campbeli; c6mmiied to
JftpfcJv* in 'the 220 in this l her)ilwtrever
$18011. of competition. Naincy Chapin and
Laura Littlefield made solid showings in
the, 440 and 880 respectively, and Karen
sSpndergeld joined w<irnmate Crjsp to give
v Coll^C ftrojnp rejprewhtation in that event.
1 (;, the -yomen s track team .will'
^
next be
in fptiori today in a dual meet with Bowdoin as they look to avenge an early season
setback,

^^

¦ ¦''
Amy Davidoff and Sara Russell,,await action ,
helping the softball tearn maintain its undefeated record

Rugby Rep ort
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by Steve Riviere
,
The Colby Rugby Football Club
played two games at UMO last Saturday.
The A team lost its game 17-0, while the
B team scored an impressive 7-6 victory.
The A team faced a Mainc team
which was gunning for the first round of
the New England Rugby Tournament. Cap
tain Gary Devoe returned to the lineup for
Colby, but unfortunately, Gerry Teevcn,
one of Colby's fastest backs, injured his
knee early in the first half.
Maine scored three tries, a penalty
kick, and a conversion which led to the
final score of 17-0. Colby played a much
better game than it did two weeks ago at
Tufts. The forwards played well in the
second half, and the backs made good runs
when given the ball, but frequent lapses
prevented Colby from dominating the game
as it should have.
The B team played a tight 7-6 game,
Colby ran over Maine as Carl "White Shoes"
Lovejoy, "Cowboy" Clarendon, and Bob
Ruzzo made brillian runs. Ras Marlcy hit
the goalpost on two of three penalty kicks
which would have widened the score had
they been good. Jay "The Bull" Polimeno
blasted into the end zone for a try in the
second half. Maine's only score came with
onl y thirty seconds left in the game. Chris
Bradley, Mike Daly, and Keith Davis all
pave solid performances: Ron Desbois was
impressive in his debut at fullback. Russ
Flemin desprves special mention as his
hustle and hard tackling were an inspiration to Co'l by.
,

?

The: team .would like to apologize tor
the cancellation of itsiast three home game
games: Wet fields forced the cancellation o
of the Middlebury and Portland games,
while a training cruise prevented Maine Maj"
itime from playing last Sunday's home
game. Please come and support the club
at its nejet home game.
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Featur ing Pizza & Asst. Sandwiches
Ice Cold Draught Beer

ALLEN
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AWARD WINNHJ^ HH

Free deliver y, $12.00 minimum ,
after 7:00 p.m.,. Pizza and Subs
Open Daily ll a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sun. & Holidays 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
41 Temple St. Water ville
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ACROSS
1 With 10-Across ,

famed spy
5 ...partridge 1n

tree

10 See 1-Across

14 Blrthstone
15 Words of denial '
16 Mr. Premfnger

17 Type of word

collegia te crossword

18 Certain playing
card
19 Well: Sp.
20 Promptness
23 Clothing size
(abbr.)
24 Zodiac sign
25 Takes 1t easy
(2 wds.)
29 As hungry
33 Enliven
35 Living room : Sp.

Opi e ' s aunt
Heckey great
Spasm
Vases '
Tending to stir up
In a slo ped
manner
47 Francis and Dahl
48 Monetary worth
( abbr.)
49 Woman ' s name or
song
50 Scientist' s work
and a Woman "
59 "

36
37
38
> 39
41
45

60 Gay
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

DOWN
1 Player ' s turn
2 Highest point
3 Infi eld cover
4 Ital ian architect
5 West Indies Island- - '
6 Sweet wine
7 Smal 1 case
8 Military equipme nt ,
for short
9 Drive b ack
10 Associates

familiarly
U "it's — game "
12 Map notations
(abbr. ) •
13 Charged particles
21 Certain doctoral
degree (abbr.)
22 Jacques Coustcau 's
domain
25 Picture game
26 Make a great effort
27 Classic movie
western
28 Type of vote
29 Heart chambers

Solution on p age 4

30 D1ne at home ,
, (2 w ds.)

31 Like Jacques Dre l
32 The Marx Brothers '
"A Day at the
"
34 Part of a circle
40 The /age of some
septuagenarians
41 Geometric curve
42 In a cllch&f
manner >
43 M*A*S*H star
44 Dally occurrence 1n
England
46 — avion
50.Alleviate
51 Certain holiday ,
52
53
54
55

for short

Insoct appendage
Wator pipe
Formerly
Approaching

56 "No man

**- . "" " •_;•
^
j ^*

'' ^r

Island "

57 Sundr y assortment
58 Robert Stack role
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Capri , for one
Sodium chloride
Cordage fiber
But: Fr.
Catch si ght of
Contestant
Adam ' s grandson
v
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Lost

Lost : In or around Foss. A dark green
Colby notebook , In ternational Law.

(Cri tical!) Call Cynthia ext. 526

Will t he person whose "Do it in the

Save energy now!" Universi ty of
Pennsl yvania. red tee-shirt I took , please
call me, Andy Plan t e, at 872-8702 in
Waterville.

Lost: A gold Seiko quartz watch with
brown leather str aps. If found please call
Sue at extension 526 - Foss.
Lost: Silver horseshoe -sha ped keyrin g
with the initials SWH. If found , please
cont ac t Sue Hedlock , 206 Dana , Ext. 442.
Lost: A smell brown wallet contain ing sum of money. Also contains Colb y
I.D. Reward. If found , please call Brian ,
X 475.
Lost: Blue knit gloves with red suede
palms . Lost before vacat ion in Arey building. Call Cheryl , ext. 526.
"
*w
- " -*
^
"

¦ «¦¦ ¦ "

Stereo for sale : Pioneer amp/receiver , BSR
turn t able , Sylvania speakers. Asking $225.,
will take best offer. Call-Heidi , ext 526
262 Mar y Low.
Wanted to buy: A used refri gera tor. Cont ac t Dave , Box 252.

Lost: Gold ware rim glasses , be t ween Dana
and Keyes on Wednesday April 19. Please
call J im, ext. 4-57.
.

Dark!

To Buy Or Sell

¦¦¦—«¦¦

ii

1975 Kawasaki KZ 400, many acces
series , low mileage, excellent condi tion ,
tuned , inspec ted . $825-call 453-2179
or see Lillian at the bookstore.

Summer J obs
Commercial telecastin g with Channel
6 engineering dept. WCSH-rPortland
Tour Guides for the WadsworthLong fellow House.

Found
Found at Roberts Desk
1 red mitten
1 brown , t an & whi t e mitt en
•1 vinyl-lined glove
1 red , violet , yellow plaid scarf
1 mustard-colored scajf
1 button-on pocket scarf
1 navy cotton glove
1 brown mohair hat
1 green woll hat
1 UCLA mitt en
1 gray/whi te wool shirt jacket
1 brown leather memo/calendar book
1 hammered metal loop earrin g
1 silver metal earring
1 pair glasses in red case
1 pair balle t glasses ,
1 horse 's leg key chain
1 Renauld glass case
1 silver chain link bracele t
1 1.D. w/AMA insi gnia
1 silver necklace /W/pendan t and inscri ption
—
-various keys
Found: One Bean 's 1 hun t ing jacke t in
Foss classroom -identify and it 's yours.
Contact J on Crocker , 254 Woodman, x55°
Found i Papetmate , medium poi nt pen.
Stainless steel body. Found April , 17. Call
J ohn S, at x,547 and describe inscription
if it's yours,
Please send brief notices to ECHO
"L ost nnd Pound " and turn in Items at
Roberts Desk,

A concert in Lorimer Chapel on Thurs -

day April 27 , at 8 p.m. by More or Less
(once known as A Little Off) and it is freeAlso playing will be Dan Pugh and Doug
BlackweL Ka double bill , don 't you know!).
Seniors are advised t o reserve caps

and gowns at their earliest convenience.
There will be an $11.00 deposit ($5.00 will
be refunded upon return of gown). Sign
up at the bookstore.

For studen ts who were unable to attend
the Career Day (part of the Colby Women 's
Week ): I have packets of information in my
office that the two career counselo rs from
Wellesley prepared. Feel free to come by
and pick them up. I 'll explain them to you .
Alison K. Bielli

"Becomin g One "
Sermon by Ant onio ML Lopez
Fea t urin g Colb y musicians
11am Sunda y April 30

_ Responsible person to drive car to
eastern Iowa or Minn eapolis in May or J une ,
All gas and lodging paid. Call Dean Samuel ,
ext. 280, 873-55<>8.

Thursda y, April 27
3:00 pm Lovejoy 108
Open Class
J ames Mitchel l, Congressional
Candidat e in 1976
to discuss the Maine Indian Land
Claims Case

Admissi ons

Ret ail positions with Trispar Marine
Co. , in Manset , Maine
See LJ 1 10 for more summer job s.

Summer J obs in Local Scout Camp
There are a number of summer job oppor tuniti es available at Camp Bomazeen , the
Boy Scout Camp on Great Pond in Belgrad e, Maine. Please contact Prof. Small ,.
Mudd 408, X 384- for more informa tion.

Fresh Ink is sponsoring summer internsh ips
in Marke tin g/Advertising, Edi torial/Re port -

ing, and ArtAPhoto graph y. Deadline is May 1

See LJ 110 for details.

—

Lost: One pink coral hoop earr ing .
that means a lot to me. Call Donna x530.

Announcements

Announcements

Teaching Fellowship

TKe 'lhin School of Princeton announces a program of teaching fellowships at the secondary level for l°78-79.
The purpose is to help college graduates
prepar e for a career.
See LI 10 for more info.
Also, many teaching position s are
listed in the LI 10 Career Planning Office!

-^pSCu,
t^rfc
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SYM BOLS OF LQVE

The Career Planning Library is now
open evenings from 6:30-9:00 Monday thru
Thursday. You can use all the material s in
the office at you r leisure.
Please t ake advan t age of t his t ime t o
investigat e t he resources which have recen t ly
been reorganized for grea ter facility of use.
The ma t erials are always being upda t ed for
you.
Now you have grea ter access ; please

come!

Training Pro gram

perfect as the love you
s
share...a Keepsake
diamond. , .guaranteed in
writing for perfect
yg^.
clarity , fine white
(gt&Sfffl ^
jLA "j| |jp ?\ color and precise cut.

#A

The New Y ork Public In terest Resear ch

Group, Inc. is offering an intense , syste-

matic one year training program in communi ty organizing for a limited number "of
people with a good aptitude for working
with people. An educational experience
with stipends such as room and board pro -

vided as well as medical expenses , workrela ted expenses, access t o car . and spending
money. See LJ 110 for more informa tion.

Yearbook
The Oracle is lookin g for people with
darkroom experience to help process prints
for the yearbook. Anyone who is interested
pl ease contact Geoff Porker, Chris Noonan
<x247), or J ohn Devinc (x364). The end of
th e school year is nearin g and we would apprecia te your help.

1
||| _
| V
^^8R y R ,

T . MR n, A.M. Pot - Co.

_7__.

Keepsake'
Registered Diamond Ring *

,

___ .__, _-.__. ___ _

How t o Plan Your En gagemen t and Wedd ing

FREE! Beautifu l 20-page booklet for planning your engagement and
wedding plui color brochure on vital diamond facta and late st ring
style*. Special Donut Coupon saves you 50% on Keepsake Bride 's Book,
your complete wedding record . Send 25« for postage and han dling.
SN78
.—________
,
,
Nam *
¦

Address
city

::

,
.
Zip
State
v
Kee psake Diamond Rings , Box. 90, Syracuse, New York 13201
Find your Keepsake dealer under Jewelers in the Yellow Pagu
or call toll free 800-243-6100. In Connecticut 80O-S82-65O0.
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Foo d Fo r Th oug ht
It has come to our attention th at many students at Colby are finding the college's food service inade quate. It seems Seller 's Inc. has become the object of an evermounting number of verbal complaints. While the College Food Committee exists to
air student concerns in this matter , -th e ECHO feels no improvement has been mad e,
nor has the decline in quality been arrested .
As usual , the blame has been placed on spiraling food costs. A statement on Colby 's 1P78-1979 bud get, approved by the Board of Tru stees, maintains the projections
for the food service made last year could not have antici pated , "the rap id escalations
of raw food costs and a great er than antici pated increase in emp loyee, medical insur ance costs. " In order to combat this inflation board charges were increased by $70.
Now it has become apparent that this increment will not be sufficient. To alleviate
the problem , the school has decided to close the Mary Low dining hall .
The ECHO cannot argue that inflation is modern man 's worst enemy. However ,
the complaints voiced by students are not aimed solely at fiscal-related matters. Grievances thoug h mosdy concerned with food quality (or lack of it), often times are managerially-related or systematicall y-relate d.
We are told th at Seilers offers us their best meal contract : whv then has the
Stu-Rep Assembly and the Dean's office received such a multitude of complaints. How
often have you uttered harsh words when Dana closes earl y? Who 's to blame J or those
obscure combinations called salad bars? At Roberts , why do two lines operate when it
is least crowded , and only one operate at peak hour?
The ECHO feels the issue at hand is broader tha n economics ; it encompasses
management and system. Complaints indicate one of two things about Seiler's; either
the managers are cutting every possible comer to save money, or the management of
Seiler 's simply has not adequatel y adjusted to the new emphasis being placed on Roberts . Whatever the explanation , Colby students can 't swallow it any more.

J ourn a lism 101
Producing a consistent weekly college newspaper isn t easy. There are long hours
that have to be endured by all members of the staff , and for the editors there is an
added responsibility : we have to insure that the writing is as consistent as possible
from one page to the next.
That means style, grammar , diction , and punctuation , and it certainly isn't easy.
Five of the seven editors have never taken a structured journalism course of any kind.
And formal grammar instruction seems to have gone out of style with the sixties.
The Echo would like to see two additions to the English curriculum. First , a journal
istic writing class to J oin the ranks of the creative and expository writing classes which
already are a vita l part of the curr iculum. Good leads , tight paragrap hs and precise
language all have to be taug ht as does the different styles of journalistic writin g (sports ,
news, art s, features and editorials).
The second addition would be a freshman grammar course to make up for the
deficiencies that axe painfully obvious in 95% of the student body. Not onl y would
such a course decrease the amount of aggravation that the editors face , but it would
also make the reading and grading of pa pers .and exams easier for the faculty.
Colby College is the sponsor of the Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award in J ournalism
and is th e home of the New England Academy of J ournalists; we aren 't askin g; for a
journalism major or a departm ent of just journalism; just courses in journalistic writing ,
[__a__-________-______________________ -___________________
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lames P. Zendman

Nancy J . Paterson
Harvey L. Cohen
Elizabeth D. Shackford
Katharine A. Relchert
Phili p N. Glouchevitc h
Bradley A. Smith
Lawrence O. Branya n ,
tames A. Hansman
tlcKard W. Highland
Lauren M. D ustln
Mary V. Foley
Peter T. Bothwell
R. Christopher

Noonan

III

Editor-in-Chief
Manag ing Edi t or
Executive Editor
Ar ts Editor
sports Editor
News Edi tor
Fea tures Editor
Associat e Edi t or
Photography Editor
Pho tography Edi t or
Photography Editor
Asst. Managing Editor
Advertising & Business
Manager
Circulation Manager

Founded in 187 7, the #CHO is published weekly, except during vacations and
examin ation periods , by the students of Colby College. All correspondence should be
addressed to Edito r , Colby ECHO , Colby College , Waterville , Maine , 04901. The ECHO
is represen ted by the College Advertising Service and the Nationa l Educational Advertis ing Servi ce, Inc. for national adver tising. Entered as second class mail at Wat erville, M aine
04901. Subscriptions are availab le at $6.50 per year.
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Salisbur y, Elizabeth Torraca
Kare n Dunklc , Lucy Nichols , I ngrid MacFarlan e,
Lisa Ober
Laura Byrne , J ohn Eginton . Sue Gellen , Ellen Gordon ,
Mar tha McClusky, J ohn Monr oe, Trudy Mu lford , Dave Sousta

All letter *must be signedand submittedby Monday evening.Nameswillbe wiihf ield upon request.
The Colby ECHO reserve*the rightto shortenany
letter. If we receiveseveralletter *concerningone
topicof interest, we mayprintonly a representative letter.

Mean Dean
To the Editors:
Most of us who check our mailboxes
regularly for important mail are less than
pleased by the appearance of those yellow
envelopes bearing official tidin gs. I was
even less pleased than usual with Dean
Smith 's recent "Dean 's News." In his continued crusade to find a rule for every action , an infraction for every rule , and lightning punishment for every infraction , the
Dean has finally outdone himself.
We have alread y been threatened with
loss of our room dama ge deposits for vandalism of our respective hallways , regardless of the fact that this dama ge is largely
outside our abilit y to prevent.
We've been told that wall hangin gs
are no longer allowed in our rooms because they 're a fire hazard . Now we are
subjected to this newsletter , replete with
proverbial witticisms to disguise the rul ings
we don't want to see.
My first point of contention here is
the clause ahout "playing and what all."
Obviously, it is not to be allowed; why
else would Dean Smith tell us that it is to
be permitted , in effect , "almost everywhere
except ... " half the campus. I can understand his hopes of reconstructing the lawns
for co mmencemen t, but I simply can't believe that frisbee does that much damage .
To risk pointing out a. "new" infractio n,
doesn't sitting on the lawn do as much
dam_ge?"
My second objection to the Dean 's ,
News concerns the notice about 'refrigerators. Under the dubious auspices of "State
Fire Marshals" an d "conscienc es" the
Dean has decided to do away with a longstandin g Colby tradition of per sonal refrigeration , to follow the lead of " most other
colleges."

Anyone Can
To the Editor:
At the risk of beating an already dead

horse , something in last week 's E cho mad e

it necessary for us to club the beast one
more time.
The letter by J ohn Geismar suggested
that , because Doug Kaplan had not contributed to the Colby community during
his four years here , he wad not entitled to
bring charges agains t Mike Slavin and Pierce
Archer. The controversy over th e Student
Represen t at ive Assembly aside , it still appears to us that Doug's previous contributions to Colb y College "lif e" ore irrelevant
to this situation . The importance of
Doug's act instead lies in the fact that it
indicates that any Colby studen t mi ght be
outr aged by the action of these two guys _
enough to try and make them be held
accountable.
Too often in this controversy person alities have been more important to some
than the faces. The fact is that Mike and
Pierce fraudulen tl y used $110 of our money
with no intention of paying it back until
th ey got cau ght. How this could fail to
outrage every Colby student is beyond us.
No matter how many concerts and free
kegs t hese guys gave us , they also abus ed tlie
powers-of the positions we elected them to
as evidenced by th eir guilty pleas and "apology " in las t week' s Echo , and tha t Is what
is impor tant, not Doug Kaplan 's posi t ion
in the Colby social structure.
Scott Drown
David Sciore

Second Thoug ht
To the Editor :
After reading J ohn Geismar 's unbiased letter to the editor entitled , "Doug
Who? ", I have come to the conclusion
that I owe him an apology . How stup id
it was of me to take Dean Smith literally
when he told me that any student had the
ri ght to file a comp laint with the Student
J udiciary. Pretty soon, people would be
walking around with the silly notion that
one student has the same rights as the
next. Who was I to proceed merel y because the Student Representative Assembly
had authorized me to file charges on their
behalf by a close, close vote of 18-4?
After all, th at body isn't at all representative of student opinion. Furthermore ,
how can I possibly justif y my actions simply because I believed that what I was doing
was ri ght? I hope tha t J ohn can find it
in his heart to forgive me. In the future ,
I will consult him to see if my past credentials are satisfactory, rather than seeking
justification for my actions from my own
conscience .
Doug Kaplan '78

I respectfull y submit that while a refrigeratoi-caus ed conflagration may be a
consideration in this ruli ng, the more probable reason behind the decision is that ,
like so many other decisions made at Colby
these days , it' s an effort to cut costs; in
this case the electricity bill. Not that I' m
against conserving funds , it's just that this
ruling will lead to end less concealment
battles with the students . In addition , the
probable administration alternative-hall ,
refrigerators-will not work.
I had exposure to this kind of a setup over January at Echerel College in Florida; not only had refri gerators become a
bureaucrati c privi lege of the Dorm Staff(who would report an R.A?)- *^ food and
bevera ges took on a "communi ty" quality.
In t his case , an ounce of prevent ion was
worth several pounds of beer.
A be tter solut ion would be to char ge
students for the electricity-say $10 or $15
a year. If you can afford to purchase and
stock a frig, t hen this extra amount would
be worth the privi lege of keeping it. At
the same time , dangerous-looking ones (if
the y actually exist) could be weeded out ,
at no extra expense to the school .
As a senior , perha ps I 'm too old to
agitate like this. The reason I object ,
thou gh, is that in four years at this college,
I' ve seen some incredible chan ges, mostl y :
for the better. What I fear is this post60's tren d in rulemakin g. When I first
got here , none of these new rule s were un
under serious consideration , and there
wasn 't even a visible security force . Now
I can 't even carry a lousy beer across campus without havin g to watch for Ser pico
lurkin g in the shadows.
What then is to come In the future?
Are stereos to be banned for the same reasons as refri gerators? Will sheets , blanket s,
ru gs, han ging coats and hats and (God forbid ) paperbacks be banned as potenti al
fire hazard s? Will snowball fights , snow
scul ptures and cross-country skiing be prohibited to protect the grass undernea th?
More im portantly - (and realistically) will
Carnival-time open campus parties , not
jus t of the IFC varie ty, continue to exist ,
especially in light of the Winter Carniv al
fiasco ? Perha ps Spring Carnival this year
will be a partial test-case? That remains to
be seen. In my opinion , thou gh , the
Dean 's attitude can now be clearly seen in ¦
view of the recent newsletter. To put it
into simple form I paraph rase one of Dean
Smith' s Shakespearean quotes; "Everythin g
I look on seemeth menac ing."

Must It?

Larr y Hill '78

Women's Kudos
To the Editor:
I would like to express my thanks' to all
those responsible for Women 's Week. Not
overly sympathetic to the feminist movement, I was somewhat skeptical at first at
the idea of a Women's Week.
As the event unfolded itself however, 1
realized that it was much more than merely
a political statement against sexist oppression. It was a celebration , a tying together
of constructive energies. My pride in being
a woman was deepened, but much more
than that, my appreciation for human potential in general was greatly increased.
The event of Women 's- Week provided
stimulus for provocative thought ih all areas.
In the relative isolation that exists here at
Colby, this type of stimulus is often needed
to remind us that life does indeed go on
off Mayflower Hill.
I hope that the energy needed for events
such as Women 's Week may continue so
that we all, women and men alike, may
benefit from them.

STU-J:Not OK
To the Editor:
The recent Stu-J decision concerning
the misuse of Stu-A funds by Pierce
Archer and Mike Slavin supports a distressing
reality : the Stu-J in its present form is inconsistent and therefore some changes are
in order.
I hate to dwell on past history but
I feel some things must be said. The previous action by the Stu-J concerning the suspension of two LCA pledges was deemed
by some, including myself, an unjust punishment for their "crime." However, for
the sake of this argument, let us assume that

wmEmaSf s -:

their punishment was just: it was used by the
Stu-J as an example to de'ter others from
this sort of "violence. " Perhaps in this
light the punishment served a purpose.
Now let us examine the action taken
aginst Pierce Archer and Mike Slavin. The
two were charged with frau d for the misuse
of Stu-A funds. They were found guilty
and their punishment was-what? Exclusion
from graduation exercises ? Suspension from
school?. Social probation ? None of these.
They were merel y asked to make a public
apology, or-as it turned out—an expression
of sorrow that someone (Doug Kaplan)
had enough courage to bring the issue to
Stu-J .
If the purpose of punishment is to deter
students from behaving in a socially unacceptable manner, I feel that Stu-J has
failed miserable in this case. I hardly think
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that Stu-J has set a sound precedent that will
serve as .a deterrent to similar crimes in
the future.
Finally, I would like to quote a
statement made in the April 13 Echo
editorial "Crime a_id Punishment ":
"Why set needed precedents at the expense
of two students when the scales of justic e
can be better balanced by reform?" I
maintain that the Stu-J followed similar
logic in their decision on Slavin and Archer.
But as both Slavin and A rcher prepare
to graduate with smiles on their faces,
I have onl y one question to ask...Where
are the two LCA p.edegs today ?
Jeff Do uglas '81
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SPR IN G CARNIVAL
APRI L 27-30

Thu rsda y

Saturda y
8:00 Opening Ceremonies for the
Woodsmen's Weekend {At the
Woodmen 's practice field) For
schedule see below

Notes: AH movies p er one day can be seen
for $1.00. Unless stated oth erwise, I.D. 's are
are required at all events. All contests are
open to all Colby College students.

3 :00 Colby Women *s Softball vs. Nasson
7:00 "Dancing Daught er " L100
8:00 Lorimer Chapel "More or Less" Blues,
rock , and folk band (Colby 's own )
8:30 "Young Frankenstein " L10O
10:00 "Dancin g Lad y " L1O0
11:30 "Bugsy Malone " L1O0

9:30 Breakfast at ATO
10:00 Student Bike Race see Paul Kudlich
ext. 559" Prizes 5.2miles
12:00-1 :00 Picnic behind Robert s Colby
Band to entertain
10:30-5 :00 Fiat Row - activities , games,
prizes and Colby's finest musicians
Some beer will be available in
the afternoon at the tap system
of the following frats :
ATO
DICE
DU
Phi Delt
Zete
Legal drinkers only.
1:00 Colby Women 's Softball vs. St. J oseph's
2:00 Colby Lacrosse vs. Boston State
7:00 & 10:00 Film Direction presents
"Children of Paradise "
L100 $1.00 , _
_

8:00-1:00 Deke and Zete Speakeasy
.-Bring your computer date
Both are catered 6y ~B. B.C.'s
$30 soda
$ .35 beer
$.75 mixed drinks
$ 1.00 double liqueur
At Deke wiOe tr_T"Glowtones" Barbershop Quartet
at 9:00
"

¦

At Zete will be Dan Williams of
the Berkeley School of Musi c to
play Ragtime and '20 's music
all night. At 9 45 there will be
the silent flick "Dan cing Daughters " with Dan Williams accompaning on piano. The frat houses
will be dressed for the occasion.
It is suggested that you folloio
stiit.
^

8:30-12:30 The Imaginary Dance Band
Wadsworth Gym. catered
by B.B.C.'s Same prices
as Thurs. night, playing
music of Fleetwood Mac,
Beatl es, Rolling Stones,
Kinks, Eagles. Grat ef ul
Dead , and all your favorites

ll:O0 Bath tu b sitting contes t between the
frate. (gym shorts required)

Frida y
¦

The Rites Of Spring

¦ |-a~"*W>l,,<-_-i-__a-H-H_M-H-B--BS_a_H-*H_M-*---i

8:00 Poussette Dart & Pierce Arrow
at Wadsworth Gym. Students
with I.D. $3.50 Day of the show
$4.50 O n sale at Ro berts Desk

Colby College Spring Carnival Committee would like to
thank the following for donating prizes:
Caseo Bank
Butlers
Atkin Photograph y
Levine 's
Spa & Pub
Cheese Shop
Stems
Colby Bookstore
Temple St. Bank
Yard Go ods Cen t er
Bill s' Lunch

11:30-2;00 I.F.C. party at Delta Upsilon
12:00 "Young Frankenstein " L100
1:30 "Dancing Lady" LI00
. 3:00 "Bugsy Malone " L100 .
3: 00 Colby Baseball team vs. Williams
Colby Sprin g Carnival tee-shirts will be on
sale at Wadsworth starting at 7: 30 . $2.00
a shirt.

Meal Hours
Due to revisions of the Spring Carnival

schedule , meal ? will be served during the

following times at the specified dinin g halls :
Thursday April 27
Friday April 28
Saturd ay April 29

normal meal hours
normal meal hours
Breakfas t 8-10 at
Roberts and Dan a,
Picnic 12:00-1:00 at
Rober ts only. Dana
and Foss closed.
Buffet Dinner 4:456 lit Dana , Foss , Rober ts.

Sunday April 30

Breakfast 8-10 Dana
Brunch 8:30-1: 00
Lunch 12:00-1:00
Dinner 4:45-6 all halli

r

¦

Woodsmen 's Meet

!aatllPClay J
„ ¦
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_ «« Openin• g Ceremon ies Woodsmen
.'s
™, a
8:00 ^
Rracticc field

e following events will be held
at the I.F.C. field across from the
8:30 Felling
9:15 Axe Throw
11:00 Chain Saw, Dot Split, Pacing, Chain
Throw, Log Roll, Pulp Toss
,
12.30 Team Pulp Throw
12:30 Pulp Throw Scoot Loading
12:30-1:30 Lunch
1:30-2:15 Finish Log Roll Team Pulp Throw
Scoot Loading
2:15-3 iOO Quarter Splitting
3:00-3:45 Bucksawing and Crosscut Sawing
3:45-5:15 Speed Chopping •
£:13-6 :00 Fire Building

Sun day

Al Corey Music Center
P et er Weber
Village Barber
Du n ham 's
Tony 's Deli
Wendy 's Gifts.
Dunkin Do nuts
J oe 's Smoke Shop
Micha ud
Whipper 's Pi zza

¦.

¦

.

8:30 Woodsmen 's Meet , see below for details
10:00 Croquet match in the Quad. See J im
' Cook ext. 387 prizes
1:00 Kite Flying Contest at the soccer
¦
fields
• ,
12:00-1:00 Brunch in Roberts
1:00 Kite Flying Contest at the soccer
field after brunch. Bring your favori te flying machines. Prizes will be
awarded.
2:00 Licensed bike race see Paul Kudlich
ext. 559
A 2:00 "Bugsy Malone " L100
3:3 0 "Young Frankenstein " LI 00

W ood-men'* Weekend

10 College- Participating
Over 30 Team_
____ _J _-_. ___ .
C*
3
1
1
1
1 ClaV
p ^\ events today will be held at
Johnson Pond
8:30 Single Canoe Race
11:30 Doubles Canoe Ifcace Portage Race
11:30-12:30 Pack Board R ace
12:30-1:30 Lunch and Award* Ceremony
Spectators might be interested in the followins eventsi Felling; speed chopping; buck and
crosscut sawing; f ire building', doubles canoe
race,
' , :A

Spring is sprung, the grass is riz,
I wonder where the birdies is,
The birdies is on the wing, I bear
Tha t 's funn yi J thought the wing
Was on the birdiel

